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Abstract—Medication management is an important process
in pharmacy field. Prescribing errors occur upstream in the
process, and their effects can be perpetuated in subsequent steps.
Prescription errors are an important issue for which conflicts
with another prescribed medicine could cause severe harm for
a patient. In addition, due to the shortage of pharmacists
and to contain the cost of healthcare delivery, time is also an
important issue. Former knowledge of prescriptions can reduce
the errors, and discovery of such knowledge requires data mining
techniques, such as Sequential Pattern. Moreover, Evolutionary
Algorithms, such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), can find good rules
in short time, thus it can be used to discover the Sequential
Patterns in Pharmacy Database. In this paper GA is used to assess
patient prescriptions based on former knowledge of series of
prescriptions in order to extract sequenced patterns and predict
unusual activities to reduce errors in timely manner.

Keywords—Data mining, evolutionary algorithms, genetic al-
gorithm, pharmacy database, sequential patterns.

I. INTRODUCTION

MEDICATION MANAGEMENT is an important process

especially in pharmacy field. In this process, prescrib-

ing errors might occur and place patients at risk of adverse

drug events. Prescribing errors are a particular concern for

which conflicting with another prescribed medicine could

cause severe harm for a patient. The knowledge of prescrip-

tions can reduce the risk of harm to patients from prescribing

errors. Extracting these knowledge will give the pharmacist

general awareness of prescriptions that will alert him when an

unusual activity occur in order to check again with the doctor.

In Pharmacy Database, it is important to analyze such large

data because they may contain new knowledge. The discovery

of such knowledge requires Sequential Pattern mining, which

is one of data mining technologies. It extracts patterns that ap-

pear more frequently than a user-specified minimum support,

while maintaining their item occurrence order.

Due to the shortage of pharmacists there is urgency for

efficiency improvement in pharmacy operations. This improve-

ment is also important to contain the cost of healthcare

delivery. Mining Sequential Pattern algorithms takes a long

time to find the rules especially when they are applied on large

databases. On the other hand, the evolutionary algorithms can

find a good Sequential Pattern rules within a short time. Con-

sequently, Genetic Algorithm (GA), which is an evolutionary

algorithm, can be used to discover Sequential Pattern rules

in a short time. GA is a general purpose search algorithm

which uses principles inspired by natural genetic populations

to evolve solutions to problems.
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Related Work: Agrawal and Srikant introduced the Se-

quential Pattern mining problem in [1], [2], while Genetic

Algorithm has been introduced in [3]–[5]. GA has many

representations for the chromosome, presented in [6]–[8], and

we studied these representations and chose the best one based

on David advice [4]. Additionally, there are many fitness

function measures, presented in [9]–[11], and Piatesky-Shapiro

[3] suggested some principles and property to choose the most

appropriate measure depending on the problem. We applied

his principles to choose the most appropriate measure for

the proposed algorithm. Kaya and Alhajj [12] proposed a

novel multi-objective Genetic Algorithm method for optimiz-

ing quantitative fuzzy Sequential Patterns; they applied GA

on fuzzy sequential patterns using multi-objective measure. In

[13], the writers introduced the risk of prescribing errors. They

applied process-improvement initiatives to reduce the risk of

harm to children resulting from prescribing errors and they

focused on prescriber education and behavior modification. In

this paper, Genetic Algorithm is combined with Sequential

Pattern mining using the sequential interestingness measure

and then applied to Pharmacy Database, in order to reduce

the risk of harm to patients resulting from prescription errors.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sequential

Patterns and Genetic Algorithm are defined in section II and

III. The proposed approach of applying GA to Sequential

Patterns, in Pharmacy Database, is described in Section IV.

Experimental results are reported in Section V. At the end,

conclusion with some future works is presented in section VI.

II. SEQUENTIAL PATTERNS

Sequential Pattern mining addresses the problem of dis-

covering the existent maximal frequent sequences in a given

database. The problem was first introduced by Agrawal and

Srikant [1], [2], where the basic concept involved in pattern

detection has been established. It seeks similar patterns in data

transaction; this approach is useful when the data to be mined

has some sequential nature to deal with databases that have

time-series characteristics, i.e. when each piece of data is an

ordered set of elements [14]. For example, it can be said,

60% of patient who take medicine X will take medicine Y

afterward, regardless of the time gap.

Given a Pharmacy Database, where each transaction in-

cludes a patient ID, prescription time and its medicine, as in

Table.1, Sequential Pattern can be defined as follows.

Definition 1: Let I = {x1 . . . xn} be a set of items. An

itemset is a non-empty subset of items, and an itemset with

k items is called k-itemset. A sequence1s = (X1 . . .Xl) is

1Each sequence in sequential patterns is considered as a rule.
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TABLE I
PHARMACY DATABASE

Patient ID Prescription Time Medicine ID

1 July 20, 2005 S9255
1 July 25, 2005 S7230
2 July 9, 2005 S3925, S8756
2 July 14, 2005 S9255
2 July 20, 2005 S3925, S8256, S7230
4 July 25, 2005 S8756, S8256
4 July 29, 2005 S9255

an ordered list of itemsets, and an itemset Xi(1 ≤ i ≤ l)
in a sequence is called a transaction. In a set of sequences, a

sequence s is maximal if s is not contained in other sequences

[12].

III. GENETIC ALGORITM

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is general purpose search algo-

rithm which use principles inspired by natural genetic popu-

lations to evolve solutions to problems [15].

All GAs typically starts from a set, called population, of

random solutions (candidate). These solutions are evolved by

the repeated selection and variations of more fit solutions, fol-

lowing the principle of ”survival of the fittest”. The elements of

the population are called individuals or chromosomes, which

represent candidate solutions. Chromosomes are typically se-

lected according to the quality of solutions they represent. To

measure the quality of a solution, fitness function is assigned

to each chromosome in the population. Hence, the better the

fitness of a chromosome, the more possibility the chromosome

has of being selected for reproduction and the more parts of

its genetic material will be passed on to the next generations.

IV. MINING PHARMACY DATABASE SEQUENTIAL

PATTERNS USING EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM

This section describes Genetic Algorithm, which is an

Evolutionary Algorithm, for mining Sequential Patterns in

Pharmacy Database. First, explanation of how the proposed

algorithm represents the dataset, chromosome structure, and

encoding scheme are presented. After that, used genetic op-

erators are described. Then fitness assignment and selection

criteria are defined. Finally, the algorithmic structure of the

proposed algorithm is listed.

A. Dataset Representation

Datasets contain data which the algorithm is applied to, in

order to discover Sequential Patterns. To allow an efficient

counting, a representation method must be implemented. In

the proposed algorithm, vertical bitmap representation is used

to represent the dataset. Vertical Bitmap Representation (VBR)

can be defined as follow.

Definition 2 [16]: VBR efficiently stores the transactional

database as a series of vertical bitmaps. A vertical bitmap

is created for each item in the dataset, and each bitmap

has a bit corresponding to each transaction in the dataset. If

item i appears in transaction j, then the bit corresponding to

transaction j of the bitmap for item i is set to one; otherwise,

TABLE II
DATASET REPRESENTATION

PID TID S3925 S7230 S8256 S8756 S9255

1 1 0 0 0 0 1
1 2 0 1 0 0 0
2 3 1 0 0 1 0
2 4 0 0 0 0 1
2 5 1 1 1 0 0
3 6 0 0 1 1 0
3 7 0 0 0 0 1

the bit is set to zero. To enable efficient counting and candidate

generation, divide the bitmap such that all of the transactions

of each sequence in the database will appear together in the

bitmap.

For example, using the pharmacy database in Table1, the

Vertical Bitmap Representation can be established as in Ta-

ble2, where PID is patient ID and TID is the transaction ID.

In VBR, if transaction T1 is before transaction T2 in a

sequence, the index of the bit corresponding to T1 is smaller

than the bit corresponding to T2. This propriety is important

to know the order of the transactions without searching it.

B. Chromosome

This section discusses the used structure of GA

chromosomes and how it is represented in this work.

1) Structure

In Pharmacy Database, every prescription, given a

medicine-id value, has been recorded to the database. These

medicine-id values are used for creating the chromosomes. In

the proposed algorithm a fixed length chromosome is used,

and its length is equal to number of medicines prescribed to

patients. If Pharmacy Database is searched, the chromosome’s

shape should be as in Fig.1.

2) Representation

In Genetic Algorithm there are many alternatives to rep-

resent a chromosome based on other problem domains as in

[6]–[8]. To decide which representation is better to be used

for Sequential Pattern rules, David Goldberg [4] offered his

advice saying ”The user should select a coding so that short,

low-order schemata are relevant to the underlying problem and

relatively unrelated to schemata over other fixed positions” and

”The user should select the smallest alphabet that permits a

natural expression of the problem” [4]. The primary meaning

behind these statements is that the proper choice of genetic

representation is problem-dependent. If the application has a

natural binary representation then binary is the best represen-

tation and if the application consists of integer variables then

an integer representation may be appropriate.

In the proposed algorithm, binary is the most suitable

representation because, comparing to the integer representation

medicine.id1 medicine.id2 medicine.id3

Fig. 1. Chromosome structure.
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S3925 S7230 S8256 S8756 S9255

1 0 1 1 1

Fig. 2. Chromosome representation.

which lost its advantage of canceling the encoding phase,

it needs less space and it represents the needed information

(element occurred or not).

For example, using the Pharmacy Database in Table.1, if a

sequence is equal to <(S3925 S8256) (S9255) (S9255 S3925

S8756)>, it can be represented as in Fig.2.

Additionally, because of the unusual structure of Sequential

Pattern rules, chromosomes representation became an issue. It

is important in Sequential Pattern to encode the sequence of

transactions. But, as it can be seen in Fig.2, it is impossible

to extract the sequence order directly. To solve this problem

it has been decided to associate the transactions sequences as

metadata with each chromosome and consider it as a rule that

represents the associate chromosome. This solution will take

less time and space to complete the algorithm as a whole.

For example, using the pharmacy database in Table1, the

metadata of sequence <(S3925 S8256) (S9255) (S9255 S3925

S8756)> that is represented in Fig.2 can be indexed as in

Fig.3.

C. Genetic Operators

GA uses genetic operators to generate the offspring of the

existing population. This section describes three operators

that have been used in the proposed algorithm: selection,

crossover, and mutation.

1) Selection

The selection operator chooses a chromosome in the

current population according to fitness function and copies

it, without changes, into the new population. The proposed

algorithm uses Elitist selection, where the fittest members of

each generation are copied into the next generation.

2) Crossover

The crossover operator, according to a certain probability,

produces two new chromosomes from two selected

chromosomes by swapping segments of genes. The proposed

algorithm uses single-point crossover operation with

S3925 S7230 S8256 S8756 S9255

1 0 1 1 1

T1

T2

T3

Fig. 3. Metadata representation.

Two Parent Chromosomes

S8256 S8756 S9255S3925 S7230

Crossover at point 2

S3925 S8756 S9255

S8256 S7230

Mutation at point 2

S3925 S8756

S8256 S7230 S9255

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of crossover and mutation operators.

probability of 0.7; chromosomes can be created as in Fig.4

[17].

3) Mutation

The mutation operator is used to maintain diversity. During

the mutation phase, according to mutation probability, value

of each gene in each selected chromosome is changed, as in

Fig.4 [18]. The proposed algorithm use 0.001 as the mutation

probability.

D. Fitness Function

The relationships in Sequential Patterns are resulting from

applying some measures to determine and generate rules,

called fitness function. There are a lot of evaluation rule mea-

sures in [9]–[11] that come from statistics, machine learning

and data mining, each of them trying to evaluate one feature

of the rule (precision, interest, reliability, comprehension,

simplicity, etc.). Interestingness measures play an important

role in data mining regardless of the kind of patterns being

mined.

Piatesky-Shapiro, 1991 [6], proposed three principles that

obeyed by any objective measure. Lenca et al. [6], proposed

five properties, based on Piatesky principles, to evaluate the

measures. Using these principles and property, ”Sequential

interestingness” measure is the most appropriate measure to

be used as fitness function in the proposed algorithm since it

applies most of the requirement; it can be defined as follows.

Definition 3 [10]: Sequential interestingness of sequence s

is presented in Equation.1, where (α ≥ 0) is a parameter de-

fined by the user that represents how important the frequency

of the pattern s and sp is the transactions of sequence s.

inst(s) = minsp∈s{(Conf(sp|s))
α} × Supp(s) (1)

The first term of the equation evaluates that the frequencies

of the transactions are not frequent while the second term

evaluates that the frequency of the pattern is frequent2. In

addition, parameter α is called the confidence priority, and the

pattern that is bigger than or equal to the minimum sequential

interestingness given by the user is called the interesting

pattern.

2As well known, Conf(sp|s) divide number of s and sp occurrence, in
the database, over number of s occurrence; while Supp(s) divide number of
s occurrence, in the database, over number of all sequences available in the
database [1], [2].
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Input:

population size: N

Maximum number of generations: G

Confidence priority: α

Output:

Interesting sequence pattern: S

Algorithm:

1. Initialize counter t = 0
2. Generate population Pold of size N

3. For each chromosome i ∈ Pold

3.1. Generate rule i from chromosome i

3.2. Calculate fitness of rule i

4. Initialize empty population Pnew of size N

5. For each chromosome i and i+ 1 ∈ Pold

5.1. Mutate and crossover chromosome i with i+ 1
5.2. Place reproduced chromosome in Pnew

5.3. Generate rule i from the reproduced chromosome

5.4. Calculate fitness of rule i

6. Select fittest rules from Pold&Pnew then place

it in Pold

7. Set t = t+ 1

8. If (t > G) then

S = Pold

Stop algorithm

Else

Go to Step 5

Fig. 5. Pseudo code of the proposed GA.

E. GA for Mining Sequential Patterns

This section presents the algorithm that has been produced,

as in Fig.5. After the encoding of the dataset, using ”Vector

Bitmap Representation” described in section IV.A, the popu-

lation size, maximum number of generations, and confidence

priority are taken as input; then the algorithm works as follow.

1) Loop counter is set to zero.

2) Initial population Pold is generated.

3) Every valid chromosome (with active elements, i.e. not

only zeros) is associated with a sequential pattern rule,

as described in section IV.B.2. Then, it calculates the

rule fitness (using (1)).

4) Second population Pnew is initialized with zeros; it

will contain Pold′s chromosomes after applying GA

operators, i.e. its children.

5) Population Pold is mutated and crossed over and then

the resulting children is put into Pnew , to associate

the appropriate sequential pattern rule, as described in

section IV.B.2, and calculate its fitness using (1). This

step preserves the children of the population Pold in

order to be compared using the selection operation in

the next step.

6) Selection operation is conducted, between Pold and
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Fig. 7. Operation average fitness related to generation and population size.

Pnew , and the best rules chosen between the parents

in Pold and the children in Pnew are placed into Pold.

7) Increase the loop counter.

8) Check the termination condition. If the maximum gener-

ation number is reached, then stop the algorithm and put

the Pold into S, which have the fittest rules conducted

from the algorithm; otherwise, go to step 5.

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

This section reports the results of the experiments conducted

to analyze a Pharmacy Database. All the experiments were

performed on 3 GHz Intelr Pentiumr4 PC machine with

1.50 GB RAM, running Microsoft Windows XP. The algorithm

is written with java in Borland JBuilder environment. During

all of the tests, confidence priority, population, and generations

are given by the user.

As experimental data, a real Pharmacy Database is taken

from King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Centre,

in KSA. The experiment was done on one year of heart
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patients’ prescriptions with 1361 transaction and 50 patients3.

The crossover probability used is 0.7, while the mutation’s is

0.001. The output of this experiment is a file that includes the

interesting rules that represent the most suitable prescriptions

sequences. For example, taken from the output file, a sample

of the rules is as follows.

R1 : [S7230] → [S6825, S8756] (F = 0.66)

R2 : [S7230][S7230]→ [S8756] (F = 0.70)

R1 tells us that when 100MG ASPIRIN is prescribed for

patients, (%67) of these patients will take 5MG RENITEC

with 50MG NORMOTEN afterwards, while R2 tells us that

when 100MG ASPIRIN are prescribed two times in a row

for patients, (%70) of these patients will take only 50MG

NORMOTEN afterwards.

In the experiment, there are three parameters that must

be determined: number of generation, population size, and

confidence priority. Two experiments have been conducted

in order to test the speed and fitness of the algorithm. First

experiment set the population to 20 and the confidence priority

to 0.5 with generation of [20...200]. The second, set the

generation to 20 and the confidence priority to 0.5 with

population of [20...200].

Comparing the two experiments, Fig.6 shows the time, in

seconds, spent by the algorithm while Fig.7 shows the average

fitness of the final output. Both Figures show the result related

to increasing the generations and population size.

All these tests showed that when the generation or pop-

ulation increases the time will naturally increase. However,

comparing the two experiments, as shown in Fig.6, GA takes

less time when increasing the generation than increasing the

population. Moreover, these tests also showed that when the

generation increases, the average fitness will also increase.

However, increasing the population does not guarantee in-

creasing of the average fitness. Furthermore, average fitness

of increasing the generation is much better than increasing of

population.

From the experiment, it is observed that increasing of

generation will take less time than increasing of population

size. But, either ways, GA doesn’t take along time; it is only

a matter of seconds. In addition, increasing the population

will not guarantee improvement of average fitness, some times

it even make it worse, while increasing the generation most

likely will give better average fitness.

At the end, from the results given above, it can be seen that

even if GA reduces the time, it is important to choose the right

generation and population size. Moreover, large population

doesn’t guarantee better performance, which means that one

should be careful in choosing the right population size. In

our opinion it is better to make the population size moderate

while increasing the number of generations. This tradeoff will

prospectively guarantee good rules in short time.

3It is better to study each field prescriptions separately, e.g., as done in
the experiment, the study was applied on heart disease prescriptions; this is
better than applying it on heart & cancer disease prescriptions together. This
tradeoff will guarantee better results.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper Genetic Algorithm have been applied to find

frequent sequences in Pharmacy Database in order to assess

patient prescriptions and predict unusual activities to reduce

prescription errors in timely manner. The algorithm utilizes

the property of evolutionary algorithm that discovers new rules

in a short time to overcome the shortage of pharmacists and

contain the cost of healthcare delivery. The use of mutation in

Genetic Algorithm makes the method capable of identifying

global best even in very difficult problem domains. The

method does not require knowledge about the distribution of

the data, this way GAs can efficiently explore the space of pos-

sible solutions. The proposed algorithmic components includ-

ing binary representation, selection, crossover and mutation

operators all contribute to this excellent run time. Experimental

results demonstrated that the proposed algorithm takes less

time, and better fitness, when increasing the generation than

increasing the population.

In the future, this algorithm will be tested on categorical

Pharmacy Database in order to take the time gap and patients

state into consideration, like the gender, age, disease, date and

time, etc This way it will be possible to relate the prescriptions

to the disease of the patients and the time between these

prescriptions.
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